The paper describes an original approach for the ABR service in the ATM network. It belongs to the explicite rate (ER) class and assumes that the ER parameter corresponds to the instant queue size. More specifically, the ER value calculated by the switch is proportional to the difference between predefined threshold and the actual state of the queue. Therefore, the algorithm can be regarded as the one based on a proportional control scheme. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was verified by simulation and chosen exemplary numerical results referring to transient behaviour, queue occupancy, throughput of the connection as well as to the fairness are included.
Introduction
The ABR (Available Bit Rate) service is presently discussed by the ATM Forum [ATMF96] as a promising solution to serve, so called, elastic non-real time applications, e.g. computer data traffic. The implementation of this service assumes that the reactive traffic control scheme is engaged in order to control the traffic volume submitted to the network. For this purpose, the ABR source sends periodically Forward-RM cells along the connection. These cells are then turned back by the destination to the sender as Backward-RM cells. Initially the source inserts into the RM cells its current actual cell rate (ACR) and desired peak cell rate (PCR) parameters. In the case of explicite rate algorithm class the switch can reduce the value of the desired cell rate (the ER field in RM cells) to match the source sending rates to its current traffic conditions. The ABR source can use also the guaranteed bandwidth allocation by declaring the value of minimum cell rate (MCR) parameter in the call set-up phase.
So far, some propositions for the ER class algorithm were submitted (e.g.
[Jai94], [Hel97] , [Har97] , [Zha96] , [Gha97] ). It is worth mentioning ERICA [AF96] , CAPC [Bar94] and EPRCA [Rob94] , which are often recalled and regarded by the ATM Forum as possible solution for the standardisation. The ERICA algorithm assumes that the load corresponding to the high priority traffic (required guaranteed bandwidth) as well as the ABR traffic is measured in the predefined intervals. Additionally, in ERICA+ [AF96] , also the queue occupancy is taken into account. On the basis of these measurements the ER value is calculated with respect to each connection. In the CAPC method, only total traffic load affecting the switch is measured. The switch runs an estimate of ER value, which is updated proportionally to the measured load. Similarly to the CACP method, the EPRCA algorithm measures again the total traffic load of the switch but the ER value is calculated on the basis of weighted average of the CCR (Current Cell Rate) values refereeing to ABR connections. This paper describes an original approach for the ABR service in the ATM network. The proposed algorithm, called the ER-PR (Explicite Rate -Proportional Regulator), belongs to the explicite rate class and assumes that the ER parameter is a function of the current queue size. The ER value, calculated by the switch, is proportional to the difference between predefined queue threshold and the actual state of the queue. Therefore, the algorithm can be regarded as the one based on a proportional control scheme. This algorithm requires to measure similar parameters as in the ERICA, i.e. the load corresponding to both the high priority traffic and to the ABR traffic (only for constrained connections) and the number of non-constrained ABR connections being in progress.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed ER-PR algorithm in details. The exemplary numerical results showing the effectiveness of the approach, representing by the obtained throughput and fairness, are included in section 3. Finally, the conclusions are outlined.
The ER-PR algorithm
We assume that an ATM switch serves two types of traffic, with and without bandwidth allocation, denoted in the further text as TBA and TNBA, respectively. The TBA traffic is transferred via network with highest priority then the TNBA traffic. Cell belonging to these traffic classes are stored by the switch in separate buffers. The buffer service order corresponds to the priority of the stored traffic (i.e. the TNBA buffer is served only in case if there are no cells in the TBA buffer waiting for transmission).
Assuming the fluid flow model of the ABR connections we can make an analogy between the ABR buffer and a bucket (see Fig .1 ), where the buffer is filled by a number of input streams (ABR connections). Considering that the ABR traffic is of the TNBA type the capacity available for ABR connections depends on the current load of the TBA traffic. Therefore, the output rate of the ABR buffer, denoted C ABR (t), depends upon the time (it can change form 0 to link capacity).
Let's choose the occupancy of the ABR buffer, x, as the state variable in our system. Denoting the input flows of the i-th ABR connection as ACR i (t), i=1,…N, the state equation can be written in the following form:
(
Note that the difference between the input and the output flows constitutes the control signal, u(t), in our system. The knowledge of this signal allows us to determine the future states of the ABR buffer. From (1), we can see that the ABR buffer works as an integrator, i.e. it integrates the signal u(t) converting it to the buffer occupancy.
Denoting the instant carried TBA traffic by R TBA (t) the output rate of the buffer can be expressed by:
where ρ is the overall link utilisation and C is the link capacity.
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Figure 1. ABR buffer model
The problem under consideration belongs to the N-input-one-output linear system class. It can be treated as the one-input-one-output system assuming that the cumulative ABR traffic stream is controlled as a whole and then equally divided among N ABR connections. This approach intuitively agrees with fairness criteria which requires that each ABR connection should get equal share of available link capacity; generally, it is not true in the case when some ABR connections are bottlenecked in other switches. The ABR connections served by a switch can be divided into two groups, i.e. constrained and non-constrained connections, depending whether they are bottlenecked or not in this switch. Notice that the switch controls only the rate of the non-constrained connections. Therefore, we can rewrite (1) in the following form:
where R + ABR (t) and R -ABR (t) denote the aggregate rate of non-constrained and constrained connections, respectively.
In order to control the rate of the non-constrained connections a simple proportional regulator was used. Its objective is to stabilise the ABR buffer occupancy at the predefined threshold and, as a consequence, it gives a chance to get high link utilisation.
Assuming that the decision delay is produced on the output of the controller, we can write the control rule in the following form:
where K 1,2 are the gains of the proportional regulator and x 0 is the buffer threshold value.
The block diagram of the control scheme is shown on the figure 2. The difference between the observed buffer state x(t) and x 0 is multiplied by K 1 or K 2 and the result constitutes the input signal u(t). Therefore, the rate of ABR traffic (non-constrained traffic) is proportional to the difference between the assumed and observed buffer state. With parameters K 1 and K 2 we can adjust the performance of the algorithm for the cases when the queue is below and above the predefined threshold.
Figure 2. Block diagram of the control system
Taking into account that:
we can write the following formula:
Assuming that the value of explicit rate (ER) parameter is calculated at the switch we can write:
where N + denotes the number of non-constrained connections and Z + is the set of nonconstrained connections. So finely the value of the ER parameter can be expressed by:
Implementation of the control scheme given by (8) requires the measurements of the TBA traffic rate (R TBA ), the constrained ABR connections traffic rate (R -ABR ) and the number of non-constrained ABR connection (N + ). This is done in the measurement internal. The explicit rate in the interval k-th is calculated in the following way:
The TBA traffic rate can be get by counting the number of TBA cells served by the switch in the measurement interval. In order to reduce the influence of the TBA traffic variability on the ABR control algorithm, the weighted averaging of consecutive measurements can be used:
where r TBA (k) denotes the TBA traffic rate measured in k-th interval and a denotes the averaging constant.
In order to measure the traffic load corresponding to the ABR constrained connections (R -ABR ) and the number of non-constrained ABR connection (N + ), the switch has to know which ABR connections are constrained and non-constrained. It can be done in the following way. A switch inserts into the FRM cells its unique identifier when it updates the ER value. An ABR connection is mark as non-constrained when the switch identifier agrees with the value read-out from the BRM cell. Unfortunately, it requires a slide modification of the RM cell format. Knowing which ABR connections are constrained and non-constrained the measurements of N + and R -ABR can be done in straightforward way. The pseudo-code of the algorithm used in the simulations is presented in Appendix A. Two extensions of the basic scheme described above are implemented. First to avoid transient overloads, when constrained connection becomes unconstrained, the following modification in the explicit rate calculation was introduce:
where CCR is current cell rate for this connection.
Secondly for the same reason in the case of newly established connection (first seen by the switch) the explicit rate is calculated in the following way:
where N is the total number of ABR connections.
Performance studies
The effectiveness of the algorithm was checked by simulation. The exemplary performance characteristics corresponding to transient behavior, throughput, queue size and fairness are included in this section. All presented results were obtained with 95% confidence interval.
We assume two basic network test topologies, which are usually used to study the effectiveness of ABR service, i.e. the bottleneck (BNT) and parking lot (PLT) configurations depicted on figure 3. 
BNT network topology
This topology consists of two ATM switches connected with link of capacity 155 Mbps. The traffic submitted to the network is a mixture of TNBA and TBA traffics. The TNBA traffic is generated by 5 ABR sources while the TBA traffic is produced by 40 homogenous ON/OFF sources. The ON/OFF source has geometrically distributed ON and OFF periods and is characterised by peak cell rate (PCR), mean cell rate (MR) and ON period duration (TON). Each ABR source is connected to the switch with access link of propagation delay tp i (i=1,..,5) . The values of ABR and TBA connection parameters are shown in table 1 and are the same in all experiments.
PLT network topology
This topology consists of three ATM switches connected with link of capacity 155 Mbps. At present, the network serves 3 groups of ABR and 2 groups of TBA sources. The ABR sources belonging to the group no.1 (SES 1 in the fig. 3 ) generate traffic which is served by switches N1, N2 and N3; similarly, the ABR sources belonging to the group no.2 (3) (SES 2 (3) in the fig. 3 ) generate traffic which is served by switches N1 (N2), N2 (N3). The parameters of the algorithm were chosen as follows: the controller gain K 1 =K 2 =0.0002, the queue thresholds x 0 =0 cells and the measurements interval T=250 slots. These parameters are recommended by the authors. In the following experiments waited averaging of TBA traffic was omitted (a=1, see (9)). The target rate ρ was fixed to be 1.
Transient behaviour
The transient behaviour of the algorithm was studied using the BNT network in which the ABR traffic was only present. In this experiment each ABR source has different access link propagation delay ranging from 1 up to 10000 slots (see table 2 ). Initially, the value of the ACR parameter for each ABR connection is set to 1 Mbps (ICR). Figure 4 shows how the ABR connections behave. One can observe that all connections reach the maximum ACR value (approx. 30 Mbps) after the RTT (Round Trip Time) with minor oscillations. 
Queue size and throughput characteristics
The queue size and throughput characteristics are studied using the BNT network fed by TNBA and TBA traffic. The mean rate of TBA traffic is 60 Mbps while the ABR traffic is the same as in previous point. Additionally, we assume that the propagation delay is the same for each ABR connection.
The queue size characteristics are presented in terms of the required queue size 1 (RQS) and the coefficient of the variation, c 2 (
, where x is random variable describing queue length). The RQS_wort_case is evaluated assuming the step unit function (changing from zero up to link capacity) as the background traffic [Bak97] while RQS_sim is obtained by simulation with assumed TBA traffic. The above defined characteristics vs. RTT are depicted on figure 5 and 6, respectively. 
Figure. 5 RQS vs RTT
The curve from figure 5. shows that the RQS_worst_case mainly depends on the RTT as one could expect. The resulting RQS value is a function of the signalling delay (RTT * link capacity) and delay corresponding to the reaction time of the algorithm. The RQS_sim is always below the RQS_worst_case and the difference between these curves strongly depends on the TBA traffic pattern.
The characteristic of the c 2 referring to the queue length as a function of the RTT is depicted on figure 6. One can observe that for RTT <1000 (LAN and MAN networks) the variability of queue length is decreasing while for RTT>1000 slots (WAN networks) it is slightly increasing (but is close to one for wide range of RTT). This result proves that the algorithm is stable at least for this range of RTT. 
Fairness
The ABR algorithm should fair allocate the available bandwidth between the active ABR connections. The fairness of the ABR algorithms is usually defined in terms of max-min-fairness criteria [Jai94b] .
In order to show the fairness of the ER-PR algorithm the results from two simple experiments are presented. The first experiment assumes the BNT network with TBA traffic equals 60 Mbps on inter-node link in which five ABR connections (unconstrained) with different propagation delay are simulated. The throughput obtained by these connections is shown in table 2. The results say that the available capacity is equally divided and close to the expected throughput.
In the second experiment the case with constrained and unconstrained ABR connections is considered. For this purpose the PLT network (see fig. 3 ) is engaged. The cell rate of TBA traffic is equal to 60 Mbps on each inter-node link leaving about 60% of link capacity for TNBA (ABR) traffic. We simulated two cases. In the first case the ABR connection group 2 has 10 connections while remaining groups have 5 connections each.
It means that connections belonging to group 1 are bottlenecked in node N1 (the groups 2 and 3 are bottlenecked in node N1 and N2 respectively). The connections of group 1 are non-constrained in switch N1 and constrained in N2 (and in N3). In the second case the group 3 has 10 connections while the remaining group have 5 connections. Now the connections of group 1 are bottlenecked in node N2.
In this cases, the well working algorithm should assure the capacity for constrained connections while the remaining capacity should be equally divided among the unconstrained connections. In the first case switch N1 should allocate 6.2Mbps to each connections. The switch N2 should allocate 6.2 to connections of group 1 and 12.4 Mbps to connections of group 3. The actually obtained values are shown in table 3. One can observe that the algorithm fulfils the fairness criteria. 
Conclusions
The distributed explicit rate ABR algorithm based on queue observation and traffic measurements has been proposed. The ABR buffer state in the form of proportional control low is used in the calculation of explicit rate parameter. This assures the stability of the algorithm. The scheme can effectively operate in the presence of TBA traffic. The measurements corresponding to the TBA traffic improve ABR queue occupancy characteristics.
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